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Electro-Mine Officers of CGA, Y, Rec Slated Feb. 25; Runovers Feb. 27

Nominations for Student Officers of CGA, Y, and Rec have been received.

Nominations for CGA include: for Secretary, Mary Janie Summerville; and for Merchant, Mississippi State College.

New Business Staff

Recently Announced

The business staff of The Colonnade for the year beginning in March has been announced by Frances Jackson, business manager.

Jean Crittenden, Market's, will be the new assistant business manager. She was a part-time editor of The Colonnade and a member of the University of Mississippi staff.

The new circulation manager will be Emily Spelt of Johnson's. She is a former editor of The Colonnade and a member of the University of Mississippi staff.

Other members of the business staff will include:

- Delia Hamrick
- Ruth Ann Vest
- Winifred Jacon
- Del Reeves
- Joe Ann Culver
- Mary Wilkes
- Betty Jo Tyson

The typeset for the year will include:

- Joe Bland
- Mary Will Kitch
- Betty J. Hall
- Lynn Chalybe
- Bobbie Voice

FRANCES JACKSON HOLDS
OFFICE IN STATE BGC

Frances Jackson, Vitalia, was elected secretary-treasurer of the State International Relations Club at the annual meeting held in Atlanta Feb. 12-13. Frances' predecessor, Ernest Wofford, is the University of Georgia.

GSCW Delegates

Atend Press Meet
In Athens Feb. 20-21

GSCW was represented at the 1964 annual convention of the Georgia Press Institute in Athens Feb. 20-22 by three delegates: Helen Rose Fanning Jackson, and Betsy Edwards.

The delegates were present to support the resolutions of Sigma Delta Chi. The convention met Monday, Feb. 20, with members of Sigma Delta Chi, journalism faculty, and Sigma Delta Chi representatives from eight schools breaking into the Georgia College Press Association, Jack Tater, assistant editor, for the Atlan's Constitution, and Ernest Pugh, associate editor for the Atlanta Journal, were the speakers for the banquet.

GSCW representatives also heard Dr. Roy Crane, Divest Press of America, at a meeting Saturday morning and Charles McColl, editor of the Atlanta Constitution, Saturday afternoon.

The Colonnade was elected chairman of GSCW and will work with officials of Sigma Delta Chi to plan a conference which will be held in the spring.

Schools represented at the convention included:

- West Georgia, GSCW, South Georgia, Missouri, Young Harris, Savannah division of the University of Georgia, and Georgia Southern.

Notice!

The examination schedule has been changed as follows: Chastity Hall, 5th and 10th. The examination schedule for the spring will be announced later. The examination schedule for the spring will be announced later.

Additionally, the examination schedule for the spring will be announced later. The examination schedule for the spring will be announced later.
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The Colonnade Speaks

Majority Or Minority

People are often judged by minorities. footsteps is determined important enough st be a subject for blocks. Therefore here what are on, at importance of all minorities.

Most students equality weakness behavior in the actively driven yet majority are determined enough to be concerned about how they are. We should remember to maintain our values for minority or majority. Some complaints about food seems to be unimportant, but if the large number becomes a continuous irritant it denies others the same benefits and leaves on impression of rudeness.

The presence seems to make a part of dining hall routine for our benefit. When we pay our prices and pass ourselves. Girls who leave the table while everyone is ready, will pay at not a good example for other students. However, exceptions can be considered in every case.

“Spring Accessories” Lacking?

Extraordinary clothes is something the American student pays a lot of money for, but we wear them only during the Dry Summer period. It is not fashionable, as far as the layman story not necessary. You can wear two or three or four or five or six... shoes and jackets, even if you have a vice...

Shoe wear is in the statute of the period to which we belong. He is to be an American and modern citizen. Whatever the changes, do not need to make great changes.

and the "President" is the moral focus, who understands everybody by himself. Mr. Lankford probably wants to win not all the rules which may be the law. But he has to try to improve the situation.

There may be much more in the “President”. More productions were released this year, but certainly none which are “Rainforest.” You have time about something,—one is adequate or can be quarantined in opinion.

Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor:

Why is it that our school hardly is in the minority by regulating to any one of the students? You can have no idea of how much it is to win.

Yours truly,

Letter From the Editor

The Colonnade

April 14

Five Stands for the Student

The Colonnade will keep the staves of the activities of your Student Council, your "I" and "T" and "F" and your students will look at these organizations and present their products to the lower body like. All students are busy and ready to be published. We welcome you to join us.

We want to give you your paper written, added and published as a paper should be. The Colonnade is a paper from our school. We are working hard to be the "Most visible voice of OSCM students."

Since our site has been revised; other... follow below. Occasionally feel may have been misunderstood sometimes we may have been in a bit careful and inconsistent if you do not have a good result, but all has been read. The publication have been made while correcting errors over that we have control. All parts of "I", "T", "F", and "C" have been looked. Letters to the editor have been published. The paper has been used and enjoyed by many, and results show that the majority of students think it the "Most visible voice of OSCM students."

Yes, we have tried to give you your paper written and edited as it should be. Our hope now is that your horizons will be filled with ideas in your paper, and will make it a paper of which OSCM students can be proud.

We are sorry that you did not read out your last year of The Colonnade due to circulation difficulties. We shall try to do better in future years.

RainTREe County

New Lead Teacher

Reviewed by Minute-Multi

"RainTREe County," in the story of Americans young growing up from the 1840 to the 1920 by KC, is located in Jackson, the heartland of America. But the story came when the land boys and girls went to New York to New Orleans, to Washington, on. The teacher's mark throughout, Georgia, and even homes owned in RainTREe County.

The story takes place in one day, but there are several scenes covering the Dryer period. It is not considered, for in the layman story not necessary. You can wear two or three or four or five or six... shoes and jackets, even if you have a vice...

Shoe wear is in the statute of the period to which we belong. He is to be an American and modern citizen. Whatever the changes, do not need to make great changes.
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Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor:

Why is it that our school hardly is in the minority by regulating to any one of the students? You can have no idea of how much it is to win.

Yours truly,
An Open Letter of Appreciation

Dear CSGW,

This is the last issue of The Colomnade to be published while I am editor. I hope you have not been disappointed in your editor and that they have worked hard to give you the paper as it should be.

It has been quite an experience to be the editor. One rarely knows what to expect when the innumerable meetings between the editors and the reader are over. One never knows how many pieces are due, or if there are any problems or a series of paper girls need to "See Dick" or if a feature entitled "How to Stay Whole" (Girls, I still have our articles if you're interested)

And we've had our trying times. My nerves sometimes didn't match it, but most every day paper has been scheduled. Difficulties have been encountered with the mechanics of the printer, stories were always too long or too short for the space allowed, copy has been late, but our present was a continued "minimum editor".

But it's been enjoyable. It is a privilege to have a newspaper, to have one's say, to help guide the world towards truth and justice.

The staff appreciates the interest and admiration for their work. We are honored that our work may be read. We are pleased that there is a demand for our articles. We hope that some of our admirers have "taken home".

The periodical is a part of our identity and administration in the paper. We are honored that our supporter friendship hasPAGE 1
the Colomnade been carried out when possible and deemed advisable.

Very truly yours,

EILEN SMITH, Editor.

THE BLACKBOX SPEAKS

The Blackbox is the official publication of the Blackbox Society of the College of Arts and Sciences. It is published weekly during the fall and spring semesters.

ART EXHIBITION IN POSTER

An art exhibition, showing the work of students, students, students, open to the Art Gallery, in the College of Arts and Sciences, through March 17. This is the opportunity for students to take part in an exhibition that will be of interest to all art lovers.

THE U TO GIVE

A U to Give is a new feature in the Colomnade. It is an opportunity for the reader to contribute to the cost of the paper. Each issue will have a U to Give column, where members of the College may donate money.

THE A CAPPELLA

A Cappella is a group of students who perform as an a cappella group. They perform at various events and are a popular feature of the College's musical life.

THE TOMMIES

TOMMIES is a student-run publication that provides news, opinions, and features for the students of the College.

THE SWIM MEET

Swim Meet for Feb. 23-24

The annual swimming meet sponsored by the Swimming Club and the Winter Sports Club will be held on Saturday, February 23, at 2:00 p.m. The meet will be held in the college pool, and entries are being accepted now.

THE THEATER

The Theater is a student-run group that produces plays and musicals for the students of the College.

THE AUTOMATIC

The Automatic is a student-run publication that provides news, opinions, and features for the students of the College.

THE HAMPOUR

"The Hampour" is a student-run publication that provides news, opinions, and features for the students of the College.

THE DEPSTER

DEPSTER Dry Cleaning—Laundry "PERSONALIZED SERVICE"
NAOMI BONDER, South Wayne Street

"It takes charm, poise and..."